1. Introduction {#sec1}
===============

China has become the world\'s largest foreign exchange reserve holder, having amassed almost US\$ 2 trillion of international reserves by the end of 2008 ([Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} ).[1](#fn1){ref-type="fn"} The rapid accumulation of reserves has generated several controversies. One concern is whether this continuing balance of payments surplus signals the need for a substantial revaluation or appreciation of the Chinese Yuan (CNY) to protect China both from the inflationary consequences of the liquidity buildup and a misallocation of resources[2](#fn2){ref-type="fn"} as well as to help ease global economic imbalances. An alternative view, particularly associated with [@bib31], [@bib32], [@bib33], argues that a fixed exchange rate is an optimal policy for China and the larger Asian region both on the grounds of macroeconomic stability and rapid economic development. The global monetarist approach of McKinnon is based on the assumption of little or no sterilization of reserve accumulations, so that any payments imbalance is temporary. However, many other commentators have suggested that the Chinese government\'s concern with inflation has led the People\'s Bank of China (PBC) to heavily sterilize these reserve inflows.[3](#fn3){ref-type="fn"} Fig. 1Reserve growth in China and Japan and East Asia (Billions of US\$), January, 2000--December, 2008.

Contrary to the wide spread concerns among many economists about the huge size of current global economic imbalances, [@bib11] famously argued that mainstream economists have failed to recognize that we are now in a new informal version of the Bretton Woods system (BW2) and the global economy is therefore not in genuine disequilibrium. While there are clearly important analogies between the current international monetary system and Bretton Woods (BW1), the question is still open as to whether we are currently closer to the early or late days of BW1.[4](#fn4){ref-type="fn"} In the later days of BW1 much attention was given to the concept of countries as *reserve sinks* into which reserves flowed. Instead of stimulating adjustments, as assumed in global monetarist models, the reserves effectively disappear from the system (down the sink) and hence contributed to continuing disequilibrium. Germany was seen as the prototype of the reserves sink during the BW1 days. Today China appears to be playing that role. Thus investigating how China has reacted to its reserve increases is of international as well as national importance.[5](#fn5){ref-type="fn"}

An intermediate view is that while China has sterilized most of its past reserve increases, continuing to do so is becoming increasingly difficult for China as its reserves continue to rise and capital controls become more porous ([@bib42], [@bib43], [@bib52]). One of the reasons why there is so much disagreement is because, as [@bib18] have noted, "(t)he fraction of reserves sterilized by the central bank has varied over the last few years and it is not straightforward to assess exactly how much sterilization has taken place."

This paper estimates the degree of recent sterilization in China, as well as the degree of capital mobility as measured by offset coefficients, i.e. the fraction of an autonomous change in the domestic monetary base that is offset by international capital flows.[6](#fn6){ref-type="fn"} In one sense, the level of sterilization can be observed from the degree to which the central bank takes action to offset the effects of increases in international reserves on the domestic base or other monetary aggregates. However, this can offer a misleading picture of the effectiveness of sterilization. If the central bank wants the base to increase anyway, then it would decide not to neutralize the reserve increases; this would not imply that it had lost control of the domestic monetary process. China\'s large balance of payments surplus in 2003 was accompanied by rapid domestic money and credit expansion which is consistent with an inability to effectively sterilize. It appears, however, that the primary cause of the rapid expansion of money and credit was the Chinese government\'s concern with maintaining rapid economic growth, not the inability of the PBC to control the domestic monetary base.[7](#fn7){ref-type="fn"} Thus, the PBC did not try to fully neutralize the domestic monetary effects of the reserve increases under government direction.

To investigate the central bank\'s ability to control domestic monetary aggregates, it is necessary to estimate the extent to which international flows undercut its control. This in turn requires the estimation of the counterfactual of the desired rate of monetary growth, i.e. estimation of the central bank\'s monetary reaction function. There is no one correct theoretical specification for central bank reaction function, but the literature has developed a standard set of variables to be considered within this function. This allows us -- at least in principle -- to breakdown the interrelationship between international reserve changes and the monetary base into those relating to autonomous changes in the monetary base (the offset coefficient) and those relating to autonomous changes in international reserve flows (the sterilization coefficient). We also make use of recursive estimation to investigate changes in offset coefficients and sterilization over time. While we find no evidence of the inability of the government to sterilize a high proportion of reserve accumulations, we do find substantial increases over time in our estimates of the offset coefficients, suggesting that sterilization is becoming increasingly difficult.

The next section briefly explores the evolution of the balance of payments flows in China since 1999--2000, focusing on the magnitude and sources of reserve buildup as well as the reserve buildup\'s monetary consequences. It also briefly discusses the sterilization policy measures used in China (*de jure* sterilization). Section [3](#sec3){ref-type="sec"} offers a summary of the main empirical methodologies commonly used to estimate the *de facto* extent of sterilization. As will be discussed, the estimation procedure used in this paper is based on a set of simultaneous equations to estimate both the "sterilization coefficient" (i.e. how much domestic money creation responds to a change in international reserves) and the "offset coefficient" (i.e. how much balance of payments changes in response to a change in domestic money creation). Since the foreign exchange and the domestic monetary markets are interrelated, ignoring such interrelationships can lead to biased results. Section [4](#sec4){ref-type="sec"} discusses the data and definitions of variables to be used in the empirics and presents the empirical results of the sterilization and offset coefficients based on monthly data for the period from June 2000 to September 2008. This section also discusses a number of robustness checks. The results remain remarkably stable to the alternative estimation techniques used as well as to different proxies for exchange-rate expectations and for valuation changes in international reserves. We also present a recursive estimation which suggests that while remaining substantial, the degree of sterilization has fallen in recent years. The final section concludes with a brief discussion of the macroeconomic policy implications and tradeoffs facing China in the future.

2. Reserve growth and sterilization policy measures in China since 1990 {#sec2}
=======================================================================

2.1. Evolution of China\'s balance of payments[8](#fn8){ref-type="fn"} {#sec2.1}
----------------------------------------------------------------------

China has experienced large and growing surpluses on both the capital and current accounts since 2001, while even the errors and omissions balance (a broad proxy for capital flight by residents) turned positive ([Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} ). Thus, reserves increased markedly during this period. An interesting dynamic appears to have taken hold in China (as well as in many other Asian economies) during this period. Large reserves are viewed as a sign that the domestic currency will eventually appreciate. They also tend to be taken as an indication of "strong fundamentals," hence leading to an upgrading of the country\'s credit ratings. This expectation of future capital gains and lower risk perceptions motivated large-scale capital inflows and added to the country\'s stock of reserves as central banks have mopped up excess US dollars.Fig. 2Trends in China\'s balance of payments transactions (Billions of US\$), 1990--2007.

From [Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} , it is apparent that the swelling of China\'s capital account surplus since 2003 was largely because of a surge in portfolio capital flows as well as "other investments" (i.e. short-term debt flows), most likely a reflection of mounting market expectations of an impending revaluation of the Chinese currency (i.e. speculation on the CNY as a one-way trade). As noted by [@bib43], "much of the recent increase in the pace of reserve accumulation is potentially related to 'hot money' rather than a rising trade surplus or capital flows such as FDI that are viewed as being driven by fundamentals" (p.8).[9](#fn9){ref-type="fn"} [@bib16] conclude, however, that even with hot money flows excluded, China faced a substantial payments disequilibrium and while in 2004 IMF reports expressed doubts about whether the RMB was fundamentally undervalued, by 2006 the growing trade surplus had convinced most observers including the IMF that the RMB was fundamentally undervalued. Estimates of the extent of undervaluation varied enormously, however.[10](#fn10){ref-type="fn"} Fig. 3Capital account components (Billions of US\$), 1990--2007.

The Chinese government finally loosened its strict US dollar peg and allowed for a small revaluation from 8.28 to 8.11 CNY per US dollar in July 21, 2005 and simultaneously announced that the currency would be pegged to a basket of currencies.[11](#fn11){ref-type="fn"} Interestingly, China has since experienced a sharp increase in its trade surplus relative to the capital account despite expectations of continued upward pressure on the CNY[12](#fn12){ref-type="fn"} (i.e. one logically would have expected to see an intensification of speculative inflows). On the one hand, the decline in the capital account surplus was partly policy-induced. The government has been promoting outward investments by Chinese corporates and domestic institutional investors and has loosened a number of restrictions on capital outflows to ease some appreciation pressures from huge reserves accumulation, while simultaneously tightening some restrictions on capital inflows such as imposing a quota in July 2004 on offshore borrowing by foreign banks operating in China. On the other hand, the sharp increase in the country\'s current account balance is somewhat harder to rationalize.[13](#fn13){ref-type="fn"} It has been suggested by some observers that the current account surplus has been partly driven by over-invoicing of exports and under-invoicing of imports. As noted by one market commentator:"The massive flip-over between the financial account and trade account... in 2005...raises the possibility that capital flow for...(CNY)...speculation masqueraded as a trade surplus last year due to improving capital account control. This is important in understanding the nature of China\'s BoP surplus. 2005 BoP data suggest that capital account flows accounted for one-third of the BoP surplus, while 2004 data suggest that this was three-quarters. If 2004 data are more accurate, the appreciating pressure appears to be mainly a speculative phenomenon ([@bib52]).[14](#fn14){ref-type="fn"}"

2.2. Sterilization policy measures in China {#sec2.2}
-------------------------------------------

What are the monetary consequences of this huge reserve buildup in China? Our analysis from here onwards (including the empirical analysis in Section [4](#sec4){ref-type="sec"}) focuses on data from mid 2000 to late 2008 for which monthly data are available.

[Fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} shows that, since December 2002, domestic high-powered money creation proxied by the growth in broadly defined net domestic assets (*NDA*)[15](#fn15){ref-type="fn"} has remained rather low if not negative. This helped moderate the increase in the domestic monetary base (*MB*) and overall money supply (*M2*) ([Fig. 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"} ), suggesting that the PBC was actively neutralizing the impact of the reserves buildup using various policies and instruments. Two conventional sterilization policies frequently used by the PBC are open market operations (OMOs) and raising reserve requirements ([@bib19]). While the PBC initially used treasury bonds or securities as the sterilization tools, since September 2002 it has replaced all outstanding securities with central bank bills (CBCs) for use in the OMOs. [Fig. 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"} reveals the sharp growth in PBC issuances in the last five years. Apart from OMOs, the PBC has raised the reserve requirement ratio continuously since 2007, from 9 percent to 16.5 percent over the period under consideration.Fig. 4Monthly annual change in NFAs, NDAs, and reserve money in China, June, 2000--November, 2008.Fig. 5Reserve money, M1, and M2 in China, June, 2000--November, 2008.Fig. 6Issuance of Central Bank Bills and Total PBC debt outstanding, June, 2000--November, 2008.

3. Estimating the extent of sterilization: methodological and empirical issues {#sec3}
==============================================================================

3.1. Empirical methodologies commonly used {#sec3.1}
------------------------------------------

Most current studies which estimate the extent of sterilization can be classified into three groups. The first group assumes that capital flows are exogenously determined and typically estimate sterilization coefficients by running simple *OLS* on the monetary reaction function such as the one below:$$\Delta\mathit{NDA}_{t} = c_{0} + c_{1}\Delta\mathit{NFA}_{t} + X^{\prime}\beta + u_{t}$$where Δ*NDA~t~* and Δ*NFA~t~* represent the change in net domestic assets (a proxy for domestic money creation) and net foreign assets (a proxy for international reserves), respectively, and *X* represents other explanatory variables that might influence a monetary authority\'s reaction. The coefficient of *c* ~1~  = −1 represents full monetary sterilization, while *c* ~1~  = 0 implies no sterilization. In some instances (such as [@bib5]), Δ*MB~t~* or Δ*M*2*~t~* is used instead of Δ*NDA~t~*. If this is the case then *c* ~1~  = 0 represents full sterilization since a rise of international reserves does not affect the monetary base (or broad money).

The second group uses a VAR model to estimate the lagged effects of NDAs and NFAs. The standard form of a VAR model is as follows:$$\Delta\mathit{NDA}_{t} = \alpha_{10} + \sum\limits_{i = 1}^{k}{\alpha_{1i}\Delta\mathit{NDA}_{t - i}} + \sum\limits_{i = 1}^{k}{\beta_{1i}\Delta\mathit{NFA}_{t - i}} + e_{1t}$$ $$\Delta\mathit{NFA}_{t} = \alpha_{20} + \sum\limits_{i = 1}^{k}{\alpha_{2i}\Delta\mathit{NFA}_{t - i}} + \sum\limits_{i = 1}^{k}{\beta_{2i}\Delta\mathit{NDA}_{t - i}} + e_{2t}$$

Some papers within this group include additional variables in the model such as the domestic interest rate, price level, or exchange rate (for instance, see [@bib7], [@bib9], [@bib19], [@bib36]).[16](#fn16){ref-type="fn"} The advantage of a VAR approach is that it allows one to trace out the time path of the various shocks on the variables contained in the VAR system (i.e. the impulse response function). If a shock from foreign assets (say an unexpected increase in foreign assets) is associated with an offsetting decrease in domestic money creation, it can be concluded that the sterilization is significant. An important limitation of the VAR approach is that it tends to treat all variables as symmetrically endogenous. As equations [(2a)](#fd2a){ref-type="disp-formula"}, [(2b)](#fd2b){ref-type="disp-formula"} show, a standard form of the VAR model only yields the estimated values of lagged NDAs and NFAs due to the issue of identification. Consequently, the model cannot estimate the contemporary effect of variables without restrictions.

The third group of studies -- including this paper -- estimates the contemporaneous relationship between NDAs and NFAs using a set of simultaneous equations. Although the studies in the first group ignore the simultaneous bias by assuming capital flows are exogenously determined (see [@bib24]), it is important to note that domestic monetary conditions are affected by changes in international capital flows and foreign reserves. Concurrently, international capital flows respond to a change in domestic monetary conditions (e.g. higher domestic interest rates would, *ceteris paribus*, lead to greater capital inflows).[17](#fn17){ref-type="fn"} Some early studies, such as [@bib1] and [@bib20], have suggested using a simultaneous system to overcome the problem of simultaneity.

The typical model specification for a set of simultaneous equations is:$$\Delta\mathit{NFA}_{t} = \alpha_{10} + \alpha_{11}\Delta\mathit{NDA}_{t} + X_{1}^{\prime}\beta_{1} + u_{1t}$$ $$\Delta\mathit{NDA}_{t} = \alpha_{20} + \alpha_{21}\Delta\mathit{NFA}_{t} + X_{2}^{\prime}\beta_{2} + u_{2t}$$where *X* ~1~ and *X* ~2~ are the vectors of controls in the balance of payment function and monetary reaction function, respectively. Eqs. [(3a)](#fd3a){ref-type="disp-formula"}, [(3b)](#fd3b){ref-type="disp-formula"} are the balance of payments and the monetary reaction functions, respectively. The former estimates the "offset coefficient". The expected value of the offset coefficient is bound by 0 in the event of no capital mobility and −1 in the event of perfect capital mobility.[18](#fn18){ref-type="fn"} The latter measures the sterilization coefficient. The expected value of the sterilization coefficient is −1 if reserve buildup is perfectly sterilized and 0 if the central bank does not sterilize at all. In general, the greater the degree of capital mobility, the less effective is monetary sterilization; a small offset coefficient and a large sterilization coefficient generally imply that the central bank has a fairly high degree of monetary policy independence to neutralize the impact of capital flows effectively on a sustained basis.

3.2. Specification of the simultaneous equation model {#sec3.2}
-----------------------------------------------------

One concern with all of the above approaches is the lack of explicit micro foundations for inclusion or exclusion of control variables. There is of course a large literature on the determinants of monetary reaction functions, but to our knowledge [@bib4] is the only instance in which the simultaneous equations used to estimate the NFAs and NDAs are explicitly derived from a theoretical framework (minimization of a simple loss function of the monetary authority subject to a number of constraints that reflect the workings of the economy). [@bib41] modify the BGT framework in a number of ways and apply it to several Asian economies (see [Appendix 1](#appseca1){ref-type="sec"}). However, the modified framework cannot be applied directly to China which maintained a fixed peg to the US dollar until July 2005. Nevertheless, the vector of controls we use in the simultaneous model is informed by the modified BGT model and from existing empirical work in this area (for instance, see [@bib8], [@bib14], [@bib23], [@bib39], [@bib47], [@bib46]).

We specify a set of simultaneous equations as follows:$$\Delta\mathit{NFA}_{t}^{\ast} = \alpha_{0} + \sum\limits_{i = 0}^{n}{\alpha_{1i}\Delta\mathit{NDA}_{t - i}^{\ast}} + \sum\limits_{i = 0}^{n}{\alpha_{2i}\Delta\mathit{mm}_{t - i}} + \sum\limits_{i = 0}^{n}{\alpha_{3i}\Delta p_{t - i}} + \sum\limits_{i = 0}^{n}{\alpha_{4i}y_{c,t - i}} + \sum\limits_{i = 0}^{n}{\alpha_{5i}\Delta\mathit{REER}_{t - i}} + \sum\limits_{i = 0}^{n}{\alpha_{6i}\Delta\left( {r_{t - i}^{\ast} + E_{t}e_{t + 1 - i}} \right)} + ɛ_{t}$$ $$\Delta\mathit{NDA}_{t}^{\ast} = \beta_{0} + \sum\limits_{i = 0}^{n}{\beta_{1i}\Delta\mathit{NFA}_{t - i}^{\ast}} + \sum\limits_{i = 0}^{n}{\beta_{2i}\Delta\mathit{mm}_{t - i}} + \sum\limits_{i = 0}^{n}{\beta_{3i}\Delta p_{t - i}} + \sum\limits_{i = 0}^{n}{\beta_{4i}y_{c,t - i}} + \sum\limits_{i = 0}^{n}{\beta_{5i}\Delta G_{t - i}} + \sum\limits_{i = 0}^{n}{\beta_{6i}\Delta\left( {r_{t - i}^{\ast} + E_{t}e_{t + 1 - i}} \right)} + v_{t}$$where Δ*NFA* ~t~ ^∗^  = The annualized monthly change in the adjusted net foreign assets scaled by the GDP (adjustments to be discussed in Section [4.4](#sec4.4){ref-type="sec"}); Δ*NDA* ~t~ ^∗^  = The annualized monthly change in the adjusted net domestic asset scaled by the GDP (adjustments to be discussed in Section [4.4](#sec4.4){ref-type="sec"}); Δ*mm~t~*  = The annualized monthly change in money multiplier for M2[19](#fn19){ref-type="fn"} ; Δ*p~t~*  = The annualized monthly change in consumer price index; *y~c~* ~,*t*~  = Cyclical income[20](#fn20){ref-type="fn"} ; Δ*G~t~*  = Cyclical fiscal deficit scaled by GDP; Δ*REER~t~*  = The annualized monthly change in the real effective exchange rate (REER); Δ(*r~t~* ^∗^  +  *E~t~e~t~* ~+1~) = The annualized monthly change in foreign interest rate plus the expected nominal exchange rate (CNY/US\$)[21](#fn21){ref-type="fn"} ; *e~t~*  = Nominal exchange rate (CNY per US\$).

As can be seen from equations [(4)](#fd4){ref-type="disp-formula"}, [(5)](#fd5){ref-type="disp-formula"}, the balance of payments function (Eq. [(4)](#fd4){ref-type="disp-formula"}) consists of five control variables encompassing both "push" and "pull" factors as well as monetary policy responses, i.e. factors that motivate capital flows into specific recipient countries. We expect these variables to influence the balance of payments function in the following ways: First, a rise in the *M2* money multiplier increases broad money and pushes the interest rate down, hence reducing capital inflows. In addition, a rising multiplier might be capturing an overall tightening credit policy, including a more restrictive policy towards capital inflows.[22](#fn22){ref-type="fn"} Second, higher inflation perpetuates concerns about exchange-rate depreciation, interest rate hikes and capital losses thereof, hence causing a reduction of capital inflows.[23](#fn23){ref-type="fn"} Third, higher real output could worsen the current account (due to the income effect), reducing foreign reserve accumulation. However, this variable is a double-edged sword in the sense that a domestic boom could perpetuate capital inflows directly (i.e. pull factor). Fourth, foreign reserves will be decumulated due to a decrease in the current account if the REER is positive (price effect).[24](#fn24){ref-type="fn"} Fifth, a fall in either the change in foreign interest rates or in the expected exchange-rate depreciation could lead to increased capital inflows from the country.[25](#fn25){ref-type="fn"}

The monetary policy function (Eq. [(5)](#fd5){ref-type="disp-formula"}) also consists of five control variables that are considered important factors influencing monetary policy actions. The monetary authority generally implements a contractionary monetary policy in response to a rise in inflation (for obvious reasons), an increase in the money multiplier (to curb overall money supply growth), or an expected exchange-rate depreciation (either for its own sake or because of pass-through concerns). The expected coefficient for each of these variables should therefore be negative. In addition, the monetary authority tends to adopt a countercyclical monetary policy to contract domestic money creation when there is a rise in real GDP growth rate above the trend (i.e. a domestic economic boom) or a more expansionary fiscal deficit, implying a negative expected coefficient again.[26](#fn26){ref-type="fn"} We are least certain about the last variable as it is subject to a number of caveats. During an economic downturn there could be simultaneous use of expansionary monetary and fiscal policies and vice versa during an upturn in economic activity. It is also important to consider the context of expansionary fiscal policy. If done in the event of an economic downturn, the impact may not be the same as when output is at or above trend.

4. Empirics {#sec4}
===========

4.1. Data and definitions {#sec4.1}
-------------------------

Our estimations are based on monthly observations over the sample period from June, 2000 to September, 2008. All the data are from the *IMF-IFS* or *TEJ Great China* database[27](#fn27){ref-type="fn"} (except the three month CNY non-deliverable forward (NDF) rate which is from *Bloomberg*, and the change in consumer price index is taken from *GTA* database). [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"} summarizes the definitions and sources of the various data used in the estimating equations. The relevant variables, such as the annualized monthly change in the "adjusted" $\Delta\mathit{NFA}_{t}^{\ast}$, $\Delta\mathit{NDA}_{t}^{\ast}$ and Δ*G~t~* fiscal deficit are scaled by GDP.[28](#fn28){ref-type="fn"} To check for stationarity we applied the standard ADF unit root test to each of the variables and found all variables to be stationary at the 10 percent significant levels with the exception of the money multiplier, inflation, and the exchange rate adjusted foreign interest rates (see [Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"} ).[29](#fn29){ref-type="fn"} Both dependent variables are stationary.[30](#fn30){ref-type="fn"} Table 1Definitions and measurement of the variables used in empirical study.VariablesDefinitionsMeasured asData (Source)$\mathit{NFA}_{t}^{\ast}$Foreign reserves denominated in domestic currency minus foreign liabilities$\text{Reserve}\left( \$ \right) \times e_{t}^{\text{CNY/\$}}$ -- *Foreign Liabilities (CNY)IFS*$\Delta\mathit{NFA}_{t}^{\ast}$The monthly annul change in $\mathit{NFA}_{t}^{\ast}$ excluding revaluation effect$\left\lbrack {\mathit{NFA}_{t}^{\ast} - \mathit{NFA}_{t - 12}^{\ast}\left( \frac{e_{t}}{e_{t - 12}} \right)} \right\rbrack/\mathit{GDP}_{t}$*IFS*$\Delta\mathit{NDA}_{t}^{\ast}$The monthly annual change in (net domestic assets + net other assets -- capital item) +revaluation effect scaled by the GDP.$\left\lbrack {\Delta\mathit{NDA}_{t} + \Delta\mathit{NOA}_{t} - \Delta K_{t} + \mathit{NFA}_{t - 12}^{\ast}\left( {\frac{e_{t}}{e_{t - 12}} - 1} \right)} \right\rbrack/\mathit{GDP}_{t}$*IFSmm~t~*Money multiplier for M2*M2/Monetary BaseIFS*Δ*mm~t~*The monthly annual change in money multiplier for M2Log(*mm~t~*) − Log(*mm~t~*~−12~)Δ*REER~t~*The monthly annual change in real effective exchange rate.Log(*REER~t~*) − Log(*REER~t~*~−12~)*IFSy~c~*~,*t*~Cyclical Income. The real output deviated from its trend scaled by the trend. The trend is measured by HP-filter.\[Log(Real GDP) − HP − filter trend\]/HP-filter trend*IFS and TEJ Great China Database*Δ*p~t~*Inflation rate (CPI annul percentage change)*GTA database*Δ(*r~t~*^∗^ + *E~t~e~t~*~+1~)The monthly annual change in exchanged adjusted foreign interest rate. The foreign interest rate is the interest rate for US 3-month treasury bill. *F*~3-month~ is the 3-month non-deliverable CNY forward rate.$\Delta\left\lbrack {r_{t}^{\ast} + \ln\left( e_{t + 1} \right)} \right\rbrack$*if perfect foresight*.*IFS and Bloomberg*$\Delta\left\lbrack {r_{t}^{\ast} + \ln\left( F_{\text{3-month}} \right)} \right\rbrack$*if forward-looking*$\Delta\left\lbrack {r_{t}^{\ast} + \ln\left( e_{t} \right)} \right\rbrack$*if Static expectation*Δ*G~t~*Cyclical fiscal deficit. The fiscal deficit deviated from its trend scaled by the GDP. The trend is measured by HP-filter.$\left\lbrack {G_{t} - \mathit{HP} - \text{filter\ trend}} \right\rbrack/\mathit{GDP}_{t}$*IFS and Quarterly Monetary Reports Issued by the PBC*Table 2ADF unit roots test for China data (June, 2000--September, 2008).VariablesType of testADF test statistic (*P*-value) *H*~0~: Variable has a unit rootΔ*NDA*~t~^\*^Intercept and trend−3.636\*\*(0.032)Δ*NFA*~t~^\*^Intercept and trend−3.623\*\*(0.033)Δ*mm*~t~Intercept and trend−1.986(0.600)Δ*REER~t~*~−1~None−1.618\*(0.099)*y~c~*~,*t*~None−2.372\*\*(0.018)Δ*p~t~*~−1~None−0.420(0.530)$\Delta\left( {r_{t}^{\ast} + E_{t}e_{t + 1}} \right)$ (perfect foresight)None−0.837(0.351)$\Delta\left( {r_{t}^{\ast} + E_{t}e_{t + 1}} \right)$ (forward-looking expectations)None−0.853(0.344)$\Delta\left( {r_{t}^{\ast} + E_{t}e_{t + 1}} \right)$ (static expectations)None−0.802(0.366)Δ*G~t~*Intercept−9.522\*\*\*(0.000)[^1]

We used the Hodrick--Prescott (HP) method to measure the trends of real output and fiscal deficit. We do not have a direct measure of exchange-rate expectations so following the literature we consider three different proxies for how agents form expectations about the exchange rate. If economic agents have perfect foresight then the annual change of the actual nominal exchange rate at the next period might be the appropriate proxy for the expected exchange-rate depreciation for the next period. If agents have static expectations then the annual change of exchange rate at the current period is used as the proxy. Finally, the three month CNY NDF rate is also used as a proxy for the expected exchange rate for the next period. We find similar results with the three measures. [Table 3](#tbl3){ref-type="table"} provides the summary statistics of the various variables used in the model.Table 3Summary statistics of variables used in empirical study (June, 2000--September, 2008).Variables*N*MeanStd. Dev.MaximumMinimumΔ*NFA~t~*^\*^1000.9430.4911.9230.071Δ*NDA~t~*^\*^100−0.3810.5590.911−1.419Δ*mm~t~*1000.0100.0840.144−0.227Δ*REER~t~*1000.0030.0480.090−0.095*y~c~*~,*t*~1000.0000.0650.200−0.143Δ*p~t~*1000.0220.0240.087−0.013$\Delta\left( {r_{t}^{\ast} + E_{t}e_{t + 1}} \right)$ (perfect foresight)100−0.0500.1570.154−0.405$\Delta\left( {r_{t}^{\ast} + E_{t}e_{t + 1}} \right)$ (forward-looking expectations)100−0.0520.1570.150−0.418$\Delta\left( {r_{t}^{\ast} + E_{t}e_{t + 1}} \right)$ (static expectations)100−0.0490.1570.154−0.397Δ*G~t~*100−0.0110.1000.370−0.212

4.2. Adjustments to the NDAs and NFAs {#sec4.2}
-------------------------------------

A typical balance sheet of the monetary authority is as follows:Balance Sheet of Monetary AuthorityAssetsLiabilities and equityForeign assets (FA)Currency in circulation and deposits (MB)Domestic assets (DA)Foreign liabilities (FL)  Other assets (OA)Domestic Liabilities (DL)Other Liabilities (OL)Equity (K)[^2]

Since the changes of both *NDA* and *NFA* are based on the monetary authority\'s balance sheet, care must be taken in accounting for non-policy related changes in the variables such as the revaluation effects due to gold value and exchange-rate fluctuations.[31](#fn31){ref-type="fn"} In order to exclude monetary gold from the foreign assets we use the product of foreign reserves denominated in US dollars and the exchange rate (domestic currency/US\$) to proxy foreign assets. The net foreign assets without the revaluation effect are as follows:$$\mathit{NFA}_{t} = \left( {R_{t} \times e_{t}} \right) - \mathit{FL}_{t}$$where *R~t~* is foreign reserves denominated in US\$ and *e~t~* is the RMB exchange rate against the US\$.

We use (*R*  ×  *e*) rather than the actual *FA* in the PBC balance sheet as there are some differences between the two in the case of China, particularly in early 2002 when the latter declined sharply for an unknown reason. The problem with using (*R*  ×  *e*) is that reserve values could change because of currency fluctuations. However, these valuation effects will not change the domestic currency value of the money base and we therefore need to exclude these effects from the book value of *NFA* before estimation. Ideally if we had the currency composition of reserves we could adjust for the valuation changes. Given that such data is not available, the best we can do is assume that all reserves are held in US\$ and adjust the reserves for changes in the CNY/US\$ bilateral rate. However we also tried different currency compositions of reserves holdings as do [@bib43]. Results are fairly robust and discussed in Section [4.3](#sec4.3){ref-type="sec"}.

Since the revaluation effect is the change of NFAs due to exchange-rate fluctuations, it can be measured as follows. In general, the monetary authority recognizes the end-year revaluation of foreign currency liabilities and assets in the Profit and Loss account of the income statement. Since the end-year income statement balance will be included in the equity (K) account of the balance sheet, the change of net foreign assets due to the revaluation effect can be offset by the change of equity so that the domestic monetary base will be the same. In other words, if NFAs rises because of an increase in *e~t~*, then $\left. M\overline{B} = \mathit{NFA}\uparrow + \mathit{NDA} + \mathit{NOA} - K\uparrow \right.$.$${Revaluation\ effect} = \mathit{NFA}_{t - 1}\left( {\frac{e_{t}}{e_{t - 1}} - 1} \right)$$

Therefore, the revised change of net foreign assets = Δ*NFA~t~* ^∗^  =  *NFA~t~*  −  *NFA~t~* ~−1~(*e~t~*/*e~t~* ~−1~). The adjusted variable excludes the price or valuation effect, which as noted, should have no direct impact on liquidity.

The adjusted *NFA~t~* ^∗^ is derived as a residual component:$$\Delta\mathit{NDA}_{t}^{\ast} = \Delta\mathit{MB}_{t} - \Delta\mathit{NFA}_{t}^{\ast}$$

This effectively implies that$$\Delta\mathit{NDA}_{t}^{\ast} = \Delta\mathit{NDA}_{t} + \Delta\mathit{NOA}_{t} - \Delta K_{t} + \mathit{NFA}_{t - 1}\left( {\frac{e_{t}}{e_{t - 1}} - 1} \right)$$

Δ*NFA~t~* ^∗^ and Δ*NDA~t~* ^∗^ will be used as the dependent variables in eqs. [(4)](#fd4){ref-type="disp-formula"}, [(5)](#fd5){ref-type="disp-formula"} respectively.

4.3. Empirical results: point estimates {#sec4.3}
---------------------------------------

We start by estimating the simultaneous eqs. [(4)](#fd4){ref-type="disp-formula"}, [(5)](#fd5){ref-type="disp-formula"} using two-stage least squares (2SLS). We apply autocorrelation, autoregressive conditional heteroskedasticity (ARCH), and heteroskedasticity tests on the residuals from the estimated equations.[32](#fn32){ref-type="fn"} Newey--West heteroskedasticity and autocorrelation consistent (HAC) covariance estimates are used if there is a problem.[33](#fn33){ref-type="fn"} To correct for serial correlation problems, AR terms from 1 through 3 are also included in both regressions. The Log-likelihood ratio test is applied to lag length selection. [Table 4](#tbl4){ref-type="table"} summarizes the results of the estimating equations. We have three sets of estimations depending on whether we assume perfect foresight, static expectations, or forward-looking expectations. Forward-looking expectations are captured using the three month forward rate (the one-month forward rate unfortunately being unavailable).Table 4China-estimated simultaneous equations, June, 2000--September, 2008.China: 2SLSPerfect foresight: $E_{t}e_{t + 1} = \ln\left( e_{t + 1} \right)$Forward exchange rate: $E_{t}e_{t + 1} = \ln\left( F_{3M,t} \right)$Static expectation: $E_{t}e_{t + 1} = \ln\left( e_{t} \right)$$\Delta\mathit{NFA}_{t}^{\ast}$$\Delta\mathit{NDA}_{t}^{\ast}$$\Delta\mathit{NFA}_{t}^{\ast}$$\Delta\mathit{NDA}_{t}^{\ast}$$\Delta\mathit{NFA}_{t}^{\ast}$$\Delta\mathit{NDA}_{t}^{\ast}$*Intercept***0.936**\*\*\* (0.070)−0.639 (12.608)**0.928**\*\*\* (0.068)0.181 (2.611)**0.938**\*\*\* (0.070)−0.558 (10.549)$\Delta\mathit{NDA}_{t}^{\ast}$ (offset)−**0.522**\*\*\* (0.106)--−**0.541**\*\*\* (0.106)--−**0.517**\*\*\* (0.112)--$\Delta\mathit{NFA}_{t}^{\ast}$ (sterilization)--−**1.017**\*\*\* (0.195)--−**1.006**\*\*\* (0.194)--−**1.001**\*\*\* (0.202)Δ*mm~t~*−**2.515**\*\*\* (0.517)−**4.512**\*\*\* (0.196)−**2.606**\*\*\* (0.519)−**4.525**\*\*\* (0.191)−**2.499**\*\*\* (0.542)−**4.511**\*\*\* (0.196)Δ*REER*~t−1~−**0.298** (0.360)--−0.291 (0.364)--−0.293 (0.360)--*y~c~*~,*t*~−**1.748**\*\*\* (0.168)−**1.470**\*\* (0.573)−**1.732**\*\*\* (0.162)−**1.443**\*\* (0.575)−**1.754**\*\*\* (0.172)−**1.435**\*\* (0.589)Δ*p~t~*~−1~−**3.470**\*\* (1.406)−**4.927**\*\*\* (1.411)−**3.486**\*\* (1.368)−**4.818**\*\*\* (1.414)−**3.469**\*\* (1.427)−**4.856**\*\*\* (1.432)$\Delta\left( {r_{t}^{\ast} + E_{t}e_{t + 1}} \right)$0.370 (0.238)0.218 (0.260)**0.425**\* (0.247)0.388 (0.237)0.359 (0.249)0.256 (0.271)Δ*G~t~*--0.035 (0.067)--0.032 (0.066)--0.034 (0.067)*AR*(1)**1.028**\*\*\* (0.112)**1.210**\*\*\* (0.105)**1.042**\*\*\* (0.112)**1.214**\*\*\* (0.105)**1.023**\*\*\* (0.112)**1.210**\*\*\* (0.105)*AR*(2)−**0.305**\* (0.175)−**0.553**\*\*\* (0.191)−**0.315**\* (0.179)−**0.552**\*\*\* (0.194)−**0.295**\* (0.173)−**0.551**\*\*\* (0.192)*AR*(3)**0.184**\* (0.101)**0.339**\*\*\* (0.104)0.177 (0.107)**0.329**\*\*\* (0.108)**0.180**\* (0.102)**0.336**\*\*\* (0.107)  *Adj. R-square*0.9800.9780.9810.9780.9800.978*S.E. of Regression*0.0660.0810.0650.0810.0670.081  *Breusch--Godfrey Serial Correlation LM test*9.253 (0.055)5.469 (0.243)7.639 (0.106)5.846 (0.211)9.536 (0.049)5.746 (0.219)*ARCH LM test*0.140 (0.708)0.006 (0.938)0.118 (0.731)0.001 (0.982)0.104 (0.747)0.001 (0.972)[^3]

The estimated offset coefficients are around 0.5 and are statistically significant, indicating a moderate degree of capital mobility and a degree of porousness of China\'s capital controls. The estimated sterilization coefficients are also highly statistically significantly significant at around 1,[34](#fn34){ref-type="fn"} suggesting that the PBC has heavily sterilized its reserve accumulations in the last nine years. The money multiplier is statistically and economically significant across all the estimations with the correct sign. Cyclical output is statistically significant and negative across all the estimations, which suggests that the income effect leading to a worsening of the current account may be greater than the direct impact that positive cyclical income has on attracting capital inflows. This again is consistent with international capital mobility for China being moderate rather than high. The lagged inflation term is statistically significant with negative (correct) signs across all regressions. The exchange rate adjusted foreign interest rate coefficients have the incorrect sign though they are generally statistically insignificant. Both the lagged REER and the cyclical fiscal deficit are statistically insignificant in balance of payments function and monetary reaction function, respectively. There is evidence of persistence in both reactions functions.

4.4. Robustness checks {#sec4.4}
----------------------

As a robustness check, we re-estimated the regressions above using three-stage least squares (3SLS) (see [Table 5](#tbl5){ref-type="table"} ). The results are highly robust, though the offset and sterilization coefficients (in absolute terms) are somewhat larger using 3SLSL. It is worth noting that the correlation coefficient between the residuals of the two equations is about 0.55, suggesting no serious correlation problem exists. Due to the small sample size and no notable improvement of estimation using 3SLS our focus remains on the 2SLS estimation in the following analysis.Table 5China-estimated simultaneous equations, June, 2000--September, 2008.China: 3SLSPerfect foresight: $E_{t}e_{t + 1} = \ln\left( e_{t + 1} \right)$Forward exchange rate: $E_{t}e_{t + 1} = \ln\left( F_{3M,t} \right)$Static expectation: $E_{t}e_{t + 1} = \ln\left( e_{t} \right)$$\Delta\mathit{NFA}_{t}^{\ast}$$\Delta\mathit{NDA}_{t}^{\ast}$$\Delta\mathit{NFA}_{t}^{\ast}$$\Delta\mathit{NDA}_{t}^{\ast}$$\Delta\mathit{NFA}_{t}^{\ast}$$\Delta\mathit{NDA}_{t}^{\ast}$*Intercept***0.859**\*\*\* (0.123)**0.972**\*\*\* (0.247)**0.855**\*\*\* (0.119)**0.963**\*\*\* (0.238)**0.858**\*\*\* (0.125)**0.939**\*\*\* (0.255)$\Delta\mathit{NDA}_{t}^{\ast}$ (offset)−**0.702**\*\*\* (0.084)--−**0.721**\*\*\* (0.082)--−**0.704**\*\*\* (0.087)--$\Delta\mathit{NFA}_{t}^{\ast}$ (sterilization)--−**1.234**\*\*\* (0.136)--−**1.218**\*\*\* (0.132)--−**1.210**\*\*\* (0.137)Δ*mm~t~*−**3.218**\*\*\* (0.377)−**4.517**\*\*\* (0.193)−**3.315**\*\*\* (0.373)−**4.537**\*\*\* (0.191)−**3.227**\*\*\* (0.391)−**4.516**\*\*\* (0.192)Δ*REER~t~*~−1~−0.082 (0.409)--−0.077 (0.403)--−0.084 (0.415)--*y~c~*~,*t*~−**1.603**\*\*\* (0.113)−**1.928**\*\*\* (0.319)−**1.588**\*\*\* (0.110)−**1.888**\*\*\* (0.310)−**1.604**\*\*\* (0.114)−**1.879**\*\*\* (0.321)Δ*p~t~*~−1~−**4.373**\*\*\* (1.129)−**5.881**\*\*\* (1.259)−**4.373**\*\*\* (1.111)−**5.753**\*\*\* (1.250)−**4.365**\*\*\* (1.135)−**5.791**\*\*\* (1.264)$\Delta\left( {r_{t}^{\ast} + E_{t}e_{t + 1}} \right)$0.344 (0.259)0.412 (0.323)**0.433**\* (0.251)**0.532**\* (0.309)0.348 (0.265)0.420 (0.327)Δ*G~t~*--0.029 (0.049)--0.026 (0.048)--0.029 (0.050)*AR*(1)**1.146**\*\*\* (0.105)**1.183**\*\*\* (0.095)**1.163**\*\*\* (0.104)**1.195**\*\*\* (0.096)**1.146**\*\*\* (0.106)**1.187**\*\*\* (0.095)*AR*(2)−**0.475**\*\*\* (0.156)−**0.528**\*\*\* (0.142)−**0.487**\*\*\* (0.154)−**0.533**\*\*\* (0.144)−**0.472**\*\*\* (0.157)−**0.531**\*\*\* (0.143)*AR*(3)**0.268**\*\* (0.103)**0.295**\*\*\* (0.097)**0.263**\*\* (0.103)**0.288**\*\*\* (0.098)**0.266**\*\* (0.104)**0.296**\*\*\* (0.098)  *Adj. R-square*0.9810.9760.9810.9770.9810.977*S.E. of Regression*0.0650.0840.0650.0830.0650.083[^4]

We undertook a number of other robustness checks, but for sake of parsimony the estimated equations are not included in the paper.[35](#fn35){ref-type="fn"} One of the potentially more important checks involved trying various currency compositions of reserves. With the assumption of 90 percent US\$ assets and 10 percent Euro assets, the estimated offset coefficients vary from 0.54 to 0.56 (depending on different ways of forming expected exchange-rate depreciation), while the estimated sterilization coefficients move around 1.04. With the assumption of 70 percent US\$ assets, 20 percent Euro assets and 10 percent Japanese Yen assets, the estimated offset coefficients vary from 0.57 to 0.58, while the estimated sterilization coefficients vary from 1.07 to 1.09 ([Table 6](#tbl6){ref-type="table"} ). Overall the empirical results are robust across different scenarios and assumptions. We therefore maintained the assumption of 100 percent US\$ assets for simplicity.Table 6Robustness checks -- various currency compositions of reserves, June, 2000--September, 2008.China: 2SLS Perfect Foresight: $E_{t}e_{t + 1} = \ln\left( e_{t + 1} \right)$90% US\$ + 10% Euro80% US\$ + 20% Euro70% US\$ + 20% Euro + 10% Yen$\Delta\mathit{NFA}_{t}^{\ast}$$\Delta\mathit{NDA}_{t}^{\ast}$$\Delta\mathit{NFA}_{t}^{\ast}$$\Delta\mathit{NDA}_{t}^{\ast}$$\Delta\mathit{NFA}_{t}^{\ast}$$\Delta\mathit{NDA}_{t}^{\ast}$*Intercept***0.924\*\*\*** (0.066)0.078 (4.031)**0.911\*\*\*** (0.063)0.423 (1.730)**0.908\*\*\*** (0.060)0.499 (1.394)$\Delta\mathit{NDA}_{t}^{\ast}$ (offset)**−0.539\*\*\*** (0.100)--**−0.557\*\*\*** (0.094)--**−0.568\*\*\*** (0.087)--$\Delta\mathit{NFA}_{t}^{\ast}$ (sterilization)--**−1.044\*\*\*** (0.191)--**−1.075\*\*\*** (0.185)--**−1.085\*\*\*** (0.180)Δ*mm~t~***−2.549\*\*\*** (0.499)**−4.511\*\*\*** (0.194)**−2.584\*\*\*** (0.482)**−4.506\*\*\*** (0.195)**−2.598\*\*\*** (0.463)**−4.499\*\*\*** (0.194)Δ*REER~t~*~−1~−0.231 (0.360)--−0.174 (0.366)--−0.175 (0.369)--*y~c~*~,*t*~**−1.724\*\*\*** (0.154)**−1.528\*\*\*** (0.551)**−1.700\*\*\*** (0.142)**−1.594\*\*\*** (0.525)**−1.695\*\*\*** (0.133)**−1.618\*\*\*** (0.516)Δ*p~t~*~−1~**−3.754\*\*\*** (1.348)**−5.052\*\*\*** (1.446)**−4.020\*\*\*** (1.301)**−5.217\*\*\*** (1.476)**−4.179\*\*\*** (1.260)**−5.296\*\*\*** (1.517)$\Delta\left( {r_{t}^{\ast} + E_{t}e_{t + 1}} \right)$0.382 (0.232)0.233 (0.257)**0.393\*** (0.227)0.254 (0.253)**0.425\*** (0.221)0.266 (0.249)Δ*G~t~*--0.036 (0.066)--0.037 (0.065)--0.039 (0.064)*AR*(1)**1.046\*\*\*** (0.112)**1.211\*\*\*** (0.104)**1.064\*\*\*** (0.112)**1.212\*\*\*** (0.104)**1.072\*\*\*** (0.112)**1.212\*\*\*** (0.105)*AR*(2)**−0.338\*** (0.178)**−0.558\*\*\*** (0.190)**−0.372\*\*** (0.179)**−0.564\*\*\*** (0.189)**−0.394\*\*** (0.179)**−0.567\*\*\*** (0.188)*AR*(3)**0.199\*** (0.102)**0.340\*\*\*** (0.104)**0.214\*\*** (0.103)**0.340\*\*\*** (0.103)**0.223\*\*** (0.103)**0.341\*\*\*** (0.102)  *Adj. R-square*0.9800.9780.9800.9770.9800.977*S.E. of Regression*0.0650.0810.0640.0810.0630.081[^5]

We also applied the rolling (forward) recursive estimation on monthly data to estimate the dynamic change of offset and sterilization coefficients (see [Fig. 7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"} ).[36](#fn36){ref-type="fn"} This is done by deriving the initial estimates by using the sample from 2000:M6 to 2006:M1 and then adding an observation (after 2006:M1) and excluding the first observation (after 2000:M6) each time, so that each estimation uses the same size of observations. The recursive offset coefficient remained fairly stable between early 2005 and mid 2006 at around 0.55, dropped slightly to around 0.45 till late 2007, before rising very gradually since then to average around 0.5 over 2008. With regard to the recursive sterilization coefficients, while sterilization peaked in early 2005, it has been declining ever since, reaching around 0.7 by late 2007 and has remained stable ever since. This suggests sterilization has been quite heavy but not complete in recent years. This contrasts with the estimates of complete sterilization in the initial estimates and illustrates the value of recursive estimation.Fig. 7Rolling recursive estimated offset and sterilization coefficients, January, 2006--September, 2008, (perfect foresight).

5. Concluding remarks {#sec5}
=====================

According to the judgments of a number of economists China\'s capital controls have been becoming increasingly less binding.[37](#fn37){ref-type="fn"} This is consistent with the fact that we find China\'s offset coefficient to have been around 0.5 between 2000 and 2008. However, insofar as the *de facto* capital mobility is imperfect, sterilization can be effective. As China has been sterilizing capital inflows fairly aggressively. We estimate that the PBC has typically sterilized around 90 percent of the reserve inflows, which is similar to those obtained by [@bib5] and [@bib19]. While [@bib5] suggest the PBC has over-sterilized the foreign reserves, they find the PBC has not done so sufficiently to prevent M2 (broader money supply) from increasing.[38](#fn38){ref-type="fn"} [@bib19] find that the PBC has fully sterilized the capital inflows, and most of the responses finish in a month. Our rolling recursive estimates suggest that while sterilization in China was virtually complete until early 2007, it has been partial -- but still high at around 0.7 -- between late 2007 and late 2008. This is consistent with views that as the large payments surpluses have continued, sterilization has become increasingly difficult.

Our estimates of high sterilization over the period of China\'s recent huge buildup in reserves support the view that China has operated as a reserve sink, much as Germany and Japan did during the later stages of the Bretton Wood system. While [@bib11] have suggested the current global economic imbalances are much less worrisome than most economists have suggested, the chaotic end of the Bretton Woods exchange-rate regime in the early 1970s is but one of many examples that large prolonged international payments imbalances seldom lead to happy endings.

Finally, the high level of sterilization we found is not consistent with the strong form of the monetary approach that assumes no sterilization and raises questions about arguments that China\'s pegged exchange rate has been an important source of discipline over domestic inflation (see, [@bib31], [@bib32], [@bib33]). Indeed, in recent years with the absence of sterilization, China\'s peg would have been a source of substantial inflationary pressure. Going forward, the Chinese authorities would do well to continue to relax the management of the exchange rate, in addition to taking further steps towards deregulation of capital outflows in a judicious manner. Less management of the exchange rate in turn should provide the PBC greater opportunities to use interest rate policy to manage domestic liquidity conditions and pressures.

Appendix 1. The modified [@bib4] {#appseca1}
================================

Similar to [@bib4] model, we derive the theoretical model by explicitly minimizing a simple loss function of the monetary authority, subject to a number of constraints that reflect the workings of the economy. But we modify the BGT model in different ways (see [@bib41] for more details).

The loss function of the monetary authority is:$$L_{t} = \beta\left( {\Delta p_{t}} \right)^{2} + \gamma\left( Y_{c,t} \right)^{2}$$

The monetary authority\'s loss function is determined by the change in the logarithm of the price level and cyclical income (*Y~c~* ~,*t*~). All the parameters are assumed to be positive.

The evolution of key variables including inflation and cyclical income is discussed below.

Inflation {#appsecb1}
---------

The evolution of inflation can be written as follows:$$\Delta p_{t} = \pi_{1}\left\lbrack {\left( {\Delta\mathit{NFA}_{t} + \Delta\mathit{NDA}_{t}} \right)\mathit{mm}_{t} + MB_{t}\Delta{mm}_{t}} \right\rbrack + \pi_{2}\Delta p_{t - 1} + \pi_{3}\Delta s_{t}$$where:$\pi_{1} > 0,\mspace{9mu} 0 < \pi_{2} < 1,\mspace{9mu}\pi_{3} > 0$, *MB~t~* is the monetary base and *mm~t~* is the money multiplier. Eq. [(A1)](#fdA1){ref-type="disp-formula"} states that inflation is a monetary phenomenon with a lagged effect. In addition, depreciation of the nominal exchange rate (rise in *s~t~*) could increase inflationary pressures due to increased prices of tradable goods.

Cyclical income {#appsecb2}
---------------

The evolution of cyclical income can be written as follows:$$Y_{c,t} = \varphi_{1}\left\lbrack {\left( {\Delta\mathit{NFA}_{t} + \Delta\mathit{NDA}_{t}} \right)\mathit{mm}_{t} + \mathit{MB}_{t}\Delta\mathit{mm}_{t}} \right\rbrack + \varphi_{2}Y_{c,t - 1} + \varphi_{3}\Delta G_{t}$$ $$\varphi_{1} > 0,\mspace{9mu} 0 < \varphi_{2} < 1,\mspace{9mu}\varphi_{3} > 0$$where: *G~t~* is the government expenditure. We assume that both expansionary fiscal and monetary policies can boost cyclical output.

Balance of payments {#appsecb3}
-------------------

The balance of payments is defined as usual (ignoring errors and omissions):$$\Delta\mathit{NFA}_{t} = \mathit{CA}_{t} + \Delta NK_{t}$$where: *CA* is the current account balance and $\Delta NK_{t}$ is the net capital inflow in time *t*.

The current account in turn is assumed to depend simply on both cyclical output and the lagged real effective exchange rate (to capture inertial effects) in a linear manner:$$\mathit{CA}_{t} = \alpha_{0} + \alpha_{1}Y_{c,t} + \alpha_{2}\Delta{REER}_{t - 1},\quad\alpha_{1} < 0,\mspace{9mu}\alpha_{2} < 0$$where: *REER* is the real effective exchange rate (rise implies a currency appreciation).

The net capital inflow is assumed to depend imperfectly on the uncovered interest differentials:$$\Delta NK_{t} = \left( {1/c} \right)\Delta\left( {s_{t} - E_{t}s_{t + 1} + r_{t} - r_{t}^{\ast}} \right)$$where: *s~t~* is the current exchange rate (logarithm); *E~t~s~t~* ~+1~ is the current expectation of the exchange rate at time *t*  + 1; *r~t~* is the domestic interest rate; *r~t~* ^∗^ is the foreign interest rate; and *c* represents the degree of substitutability between domestic and foreign assets, i.e. the degree of international capital mobility. This in turn is affected by the extent of capital controls.

The interest rate is determined by the change in money supply:$$\Delta r_{t} = - \psi_{1}\left\lbrack {\left( {\Delta\mathit{NDA}_{t} + \Delta\mathit{NFA}_{t}} \right)\mathit{mm}_{t} + \mathit{MB}_{t}\Delta\mathit{mm}_{t}} \right\rbrack,\quad\psi_{1} > 0$$

After substituting eq. [(A3)](#fdA3){ref-type="disp-formula"}, [(A4)](#fdA4){ref-type="disp-formula"}, [(A5)](#fdA5){ref-type="disp-formula"}, [(A6)](#fdA6){ref-type="disp-formula"}, [(A7)](#fdA7){ref-type="disp-formula"} into [(A1)](#fdA1){ref-type="disp-formula"} we derive:$$\Delta p_{t} = \left( {\pi_{1}\mathit{mm}_{t} + c\pi_{3} + \pi_{3}c\alpha_{1}\varphi_{1}\mathit{mm}_{t} + \pi_{3}\psi_{1}\mathit{mm}_{t}} \right)\Delta\mathit{NFA}_{t} + \left( {\pi_{1}\mathit{mm}_{t} + \pi_{3}c\alpha_{1}\varphi_{1}\mathit{mm}_{t} + \pi_{3}\psi_{1}\mathit{mm}_{t}} \right)\Delta\mathit{NDA}_{t} + \left( {\pi_{1}\mathit{MB}_{t} + \pi_{3}c\alpha_{1}\varphi_{1}\mathit{MB}_{t} + \pi_{3}\psi_{1}\mathit{MB}_{t}} \right)\Delta\mathit{mm}_{t} + \left( {\pi_{3}c\alpha_{1}\varphi_{2}} \right)Y_{c,t - 1} + \left( \pi_{2} \right)\Delta p_{t - 1} + \left( {\pi_{3}c\alpha_{1}\varphi_{3}} \right)\Delta G_{t} + \left( {\pi_{3}c\alpha_{2}} \right)\Delta\mathit{REER}_{t - 1} + \left( \pi_{3} \right)\Delta\left( {r_{t}^{\ast} + E_{t}s_{t + 1}} \right)$$

Given this we can solve for $\partial L_{t}/\partial\Delta\mathit{NDA}_{t} = 0$ land$\partial L_{t}/\partial\Delta\mathit{NFA}_{t} = 0$, and after substituting the constraints into the loss function, we derive two reduced-form equations:$$\begin{array}{l}
{\Delta\mathit{NFA}_{t} = - \left\{ {\left\lbrack {\beta c\pi_{3}\left( {\pi_{1} + \pi_{3}\psi_{1} + c\alpha_{1}\varphi_{1}\pi_{3}} \right)\mathit{mm}_{t} + \beta\left( {\pi_{1} + \pi_{3}\psi_{1} + c\alpha_{1}\varphi_{1}\pi_{3}} \right)^{2}\mathit{mm}_{t}^{2} + r\varphi_{1}^{2}\mathit{mm}_{t}^{2}} \right\rbrack/u_{1}} \right\}\Delta\mathit{NDA}_{t}} \\
{\quad - \left\{ {\left\lbrack {\beta c\pi_{3}\left( {\pi_{1} + \pi_{3}\psi_{1} + c\alpha_{1}\varphi_{1}\pi_{3}} \right)\mathit{MB}_{t} + \beta\left( {\pi_{1} + \pi_{3}\psi_{1} + c\alpha_{1}\varphi_{1}\pi_{3}} \right)^{2}\mathit{mm}_{t}\mathit{MB}_{t} + r\varphi_{1}^{2}\mathit{mm}_{t}\mathit{MB}_{t}} \right\rbrack/u_{1}} \right\}\Delta\mathit{mm}_{t}} \\
{\quad - \left\{ {\left\lbrack {\beta\pi_{2}\left( {\pi_{3}c + \left( {\pi_{1} + \pi_{3}\psi_{1} + c\alpha_{1}\varphi_{1}\pi_{3}} \right)\mathit{mm}_{t}} \right)} \right\rbrack/u_{1}} \right\}\Delta p_{t - 1}} \\
{\quad - \left\{ {\left\lbrack {\beta c\alpha_{1}\varphi_{2}\pi_{3}\left( {\pi_{3}c + \left( {\pi_{1} + \pi_{3}\psi_{1} + c\alpha_{1}\varphi_{1}\pi_{3}} \right)\mathit{mm}_{t}} \right) + r\varphi_{1}\varphi_{2}\mathit{mm}_{t}} \right\rbrack/u_{1}} \right\} Y_{c,t - 1}} \\
{\quad - \left\{ {\left\lbrack {\beta c\alpha_{1}\varphi_{3}\pi_{3}\left( {\pi_{3}c + \left( {\pi_{1} + \pi_{3}\psi_{1} + c\alpha_{1}\varphi_{1}\pi_{3}} \right)\mathit{mm}_{t}} \right) + r\varphi_{1}\varphi_{3}\mathit{mm}_{t}} \right\rbrack/u_{1}} \right\}\Delta G_{t}} \\
{\quad - \left\{ {\left\lbrack {\beta c\alpha_{2}\pi_{3}\left( {\pi_{3}c + \left( {\pi_{1} + \pi_{3}\psi_{1} + c\alpha_{1}\varphi_{1}\pi_{3}} \right)\mathit{mm}_{t}} \right)} \right\rbrack/u_{1}} \right\}\Delta\mathit{REER}_{t - 1}} \\
{\quad - \left\{ {\left\lbrack {\beta\pi_{3}\left( {\pi_{3}c + \left( {\pi_{1} + \pi_{3}\psi_{1} + c\alpha_{1}\varphi_{1}\pi_{3}} \right)\mathit{mm}_{t}} \right)} \right\rbrack/u_{1}} \right\}\Delta\left( {r_{t}^{\ast} + E_{t}s_{t + 1}} \right)} \\
\end{array}$$where:$u_{1} = \beta\left\lbrack {\pi_{3}c + \left( {\pi_{1} + \pi_{3}\psi_{1} + c\alpha_{1}\varphi_{1}\pi_{3}} \right){mm}_{t}} \right\rbrack^{2} + r\varphi_{1}^{2}{mm}_{t}^{2} + ɛ\varsigma^{2}\left( {d_{2} - 1} \right)^{2} > 0$.$$\begin{array}{l}
{\Delta\mathit{NDA}_{t} = - \left\{ {\left\lbrack {\beta c\pi_{3}\left( {\pi_{1} + \pi_{3}\psi_{1} + c\alpha_{1}\varphi_{1}\pi_{3}} \right){mm}_{t} + \beta\left( {\pi_{1} + \pi_{3}\psi_{1} + c\alpha_{1}\varphi_{1}\pi_{3}} \right)^{2}\mathit{mm}_{t}^{2} + r\varphi_{1}^{2}\mathit{mm}_{t}^{2}} \right\rbrack/u_{2}} \right\}\Delta\mathit{NFA}_{t}} \\
{\quad - \left\{ {\left\lbrack {\beta\left( {\pi_{1} + \pi_{3}\psi_{1} + c\alpha_{1}\varphi_{1}\pi_{3}} \right)^{2}{mm}_{t}{MB}_{t} + r\varphi_{1}^{2}{mm}_{t}{MB}_{t}} \right\rbrack/u_{2}} \right\}\Delta{mm}_{t}} \\
{\quad - \left\{ {\left\lbrack {\beta\pi_{2}\left( {\pi_{1} + \pi_{3}\psi_{1} + c\alpha_{1}\varphi_{1}\pi_{3}} \right){mm}_{t}} \right\rbrack/u_{2}} \right\}\Delta p_{t - 1}} \\
{\quad - \left\{ {\left\lbrack {\beta c\alpha_{1}\varphi_{2}\pi_{3}\left( {\pi_{1} + \pi_{3}\psi_{1} + c\alpha_{1}\varphi_{1}\pi_{3}} \right){mm}_{t} + r\varphi_{1}\varphi_{2}{mm}_{t}} \right\rbrack/u_{2}} \right\} Y_{c,t - 1}} \\
{\quad - \left\{ {\left\lbrack {\beta c\alpha_{1}\varphi_{3}\pi_{3}\left( {\pi_{1} + \pi_{3}\psi_{1} + c\alpha_{1}\varphi_{1}\pi_{3}} \right){mm}_{t} + r\varphi_{1}\varphi_{3}{mm}_{t}} \right\rbrack/u_{2}} \right\}\Delta G_{t}} \\
{\quad - \left\{ {\left\lbrack {\beta c\alpha_{2}\pi_{3}\left( {\pi_{1} + \pi_{3}\psi_{1} + c\alpha_{1}\varphi_{1}\pi_{3}} \right){mm}_{t}} \right\rbrack/u_{2}} \right\}\Delta{REER}_{t - 1}} \\
{\quad - \left\{ {\left\lbrack {\beta\pi_{3}\left( {\pi_{1} + \pi_{3}\psi_{1} + c\alpha_{1}\varphi_{1}\pi_{3}} \right){mm}_{t}} \right\rbrack/u_{2}} \right\}\Delta\left( {r_{t}^{\ast} + E_{t}s_{t + 1}} \right)} \\
\end{array}$$where:$u_{2} = \beta\left\lbrack {\left( {\pi_{1} + \pi_{3}\psi_{1} + c\alpha_{1}\varphi_{1}\pi_{3}} \right)\mathit{mm}_{t}} \right\rbrack^{2} + r\varphi_{1}^{2}\mathit{mm}_{t}^{2} + \delta\theta^{2}\left( {d_{1} - 1} \right)^{2} > 0$.

To ensure identification of eqs. [(A10)](#fdA10){ref-type="disp-formula"}, [(A9)](#fdA9){ref-type="disp-formula"}, we drop Δ*G* from the former and *REER* from the latter (discussed in Section [3.2](#sec3.2){ref-type="sec"}). Eqs. [(A10)](#fdA10){ref-type="disp-formula"}, [(A9)](#fdA9){ref-type="disp-formula"} are the estimating equations used in the paper (eqs. [(4)](#fd4){ref-type="disp-formula"}, [(5)](#fd5){ref-type="disp-formula"} in Section [3.2](#sec3.2){ref-type="sec"}).

This paper was completed while the second author visited the Hong Kong Institute for Monetary Research (HKIMR). The author gratefully acknowledges the hospitality and support offered by the HKIMR. The views expressed in this paper are those of the authors and do not necessarily reflect those of the HKIMR, its Council of Advisors, or the Board of Directors. Comments on earlier versions from an anonymous referee of this journal, Richard Burdekin, Leroy Laney, and Pierre Siklos are appreciated as is financial support from the Freeman Foundation Program in Asian Political Economy at the Claremont Colleges. Funding from Central University of Finance and Economics 121 Youth Scholar Fund are also greatly acknowledged. The usual disclaimer applies.

China overtook Japan to become the world\'s largest reserve holder in February 2006. Many of the other top reserve holders in the world at this time are also Asian -- Taiwan, Korea, India, Singapore and Hong Kong -- with each country holding over US\$ 100 billion in reserves.

[@bib45] discusses the issue of opportunity costs of stockpiling reserves. The [@bib51] and [@bib34] discuss the quasi-fiscal costs of sterilization and capital losses on reserve assets arising from exchange-rate fluctuations. We return to the issue of fiscal costs of sterilization specifically for China in the concluding section.

Note that one can still use a monetary approach to consider the implications of sterilization. Indeed, [@bib37] takes this approach and argues that stabilization is a major reason for China\'s continuing balance of payments surpluses.

On the issues see the analysis and references in [@bib12] and [@bib3].

See [@bib50] for references to this literature.

After this paper was initiated, two other studies on sterilization in China by [@bib5] and [@bib19] became available. While using a different methodology, they reach broadly similar conclusions. These studies are considered in FN 40.

[@bib25] argues that the money expansion in 2003 was the government\'s mistaken overreaction to the potential adverse effect of severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS) on economic growth.

The evolution of capital inflows to China throughout the 1990s is explored in more detail by [@bib43] and [@bib42]. Also see [@bib19], and [@bib29].

Three caveats should be noted. First of all, part of the change in reserves is also because of a valuation effect as a portion of reserves that was invested in non-US dollars (gold, euros, etc) has changed in US dollar terms (while most central banks including the PBC do not disclose the composition of assets in which reserves are being invested, it is generally suggested that a large part has been invested into dollar-denominated assets like Treasury securities). [@bib43] offer some "guess-timates" on the possible valuation effects. Secondly, there was a one-off fall in reserves in China in 2004. This was because since 2003 the government transferred US\$ 60 billion to three state-owned banks, Bank of China (US\$ 22.5 billion), China Construction Bank (US\$ 22.5 billion), and Industrial and Commercial Bank of China (US\$ 15 billion) to aid in their recapitalization (see [@bib54] for details). And lastly, while China has not yet become fully convertible on the capital account, a large number of so-called "qualified foreign investment institutions" or QFIIs received approval by the China Securities Regulatory Commission to increase their investments to China which in turn has fuelled large-scale portfolio capital inflows (see [@bib21] for details).

On these issues see the analysis and references in [@bib17].

The CNY has been on a very gradual appreciating path since July 2005. See [@bib13] for a discussion of the currency weights in China\'s basket.

This expectation is apparent from examining the Non-Deliverable Forward (NDF) market on the CNY. See [@bib53].

[@bib43] and [@bib27] detail the steps taken to deregulate China\'s capital account transactions.

Also see the discussions in [@bib17] and [@bib29] who state that a large part of the overall current account surplus in China (40 percent) was also due to net income transfers. They further note that the Chinese government required banks to report "unusually large" (US\$ 10 000) remittance inflows and related dollar sales.

Broadly defined net domestic assets (NDAs) equals monetary base (MB) minus net foreign assets (NFAs).

[@bib49] argue that it is inappropriate to use this approach to measure the effectiveness of sterilization given the variety policy instruments used in sterilization in addition to OMOs. Consequently, the authors use the change of $\Delta M1_{t}$ (or$\Delta M2_{t}$) rather than$\Delta\mathit{NDA}_{t}$; full sterilization is said to exist if an unexpected increase in foreign assets is not associated with a corresponding increase in overall money supply.

Indeed, this is the basic dilemma involved in sterilization ([@bib6]), a point we return to in Section [4](#sec4){ref-type="sec"}.

[@bib40] argues that an estimated offset coefficient may be seriously biased if we ignore the problem of endogenity between domestic and foreign components of the monetary base.

We also tried the $M1$ money multiplier but the results were not substantially changed.

[@bib15] discuss various ways of measuring the output gap in a fast-growing and developing country, like China, that is undergoing significant structural changes. They find that various output gap measures, including estimates derived from the HP-filter rule, are quite highly correlated.

The exchange rate is in logarithms. As discussed in Section [4](#sec4){ref-type="sec"}, we use three different assumptions for expected nominal exchange rate: perfect foresight, static expectations, and forward rates based on the NDF market for CNY. These all yield similar results.

It is plausible that a change in capital flows causes a concomitant change in the money multiplier (for instance, see [@bib44]). More generally, one might think about specifying a separate equation endogenizing the money multiplier ([@bib22]).

Additionally, higher inflation could engender greater uncertainty, leading to reduced capital flows.

Ideally one needs to use a measure of real exchange-rate misalignment rather than its change. Short of estimating the "equilibrium" REER we tried the deviation of the REER from its trend, but the results did not improve. See Section [4.3](#sec4.3){ref-type="sec"} for other robustness checks undertaken.

Two caveats should be noted. First, we use only foreign interest rates rather than interest rate differentials as the domestic interest rates are already captured in the $\Delta\mathit{NDA}_{t}$ term. Second, there are two other potentially important push factors causing increased capital flows into China, viz. a fall in risk premium and rise in foreign wealth. The other push factor, viz. industrial country growth, is likely highly correlated with domestic country cyclical growth which is already included in the equation. [@bib10] and [@bib35] discuss the determinants of capital flows into developing countries.

More precisely, one would want to use a measure of broader fiscal stance, viz. full employment primary fiscal balance.

See <http://www.tei.com.tw/greatdb/greatDB.html>.

Three caveats should be noted. One, the manner of "adjustment" of the NFAs for revaluation effects is discussed in Section [4.2](#sec4.2){ref-type="sec"}. Two, for the monthly data, the variables are scaled by "monthly GDP", which is measured by distributing quarterly GDP into corresponding three months weighted by the industrial production ratio. Three, we tried the regressions without scaling by GDP (since we are using first differences), but the coefficient on some variables, like the money multiplier, turned out to be far too large to make any economic sense.

The ADF results were confirmed by the Kwiatkowski--Phillips--Schmidt--Shin (KPSS) test.

[@bib48] pointed out a similar problem with the Hungarian--German interest rate differential and has argued that interest rates should not be difference stationary. [@bib4] also found that the deviation of DM/French franc exchange rate from its target, expected change in the US composite variable and German consumer price inflation are not stationary in their estimation.

Other factors include interest earnings earned from foreign reserves accumulation. Given the low interest rates in China as well as the fact that the majority of its capital inflows relate to the private financial account, we ignore these factors.

The Breusch--Godfrey serial correlation Lagrange multiplier (LM) test is used to check for the autocorrelation, while White\'s heteroskedasticity test is used to test the heteroskedasticity in the residuals. ARCH LM test is used to test for ARCH in the residuals.

[@bib38] have derived a consistent covariance matrix estimator in the presence of both heteroskedasticity and autocorrelation. Since we use the Newey--West HAC estimates we do not need to include lagged dependent terms as done by [@bib4] and others.

The 95 percent confidence interval for the estimated sterilization coefficients is between 0.63 and 1.4.

We also replaced the lagged REER with the trade balance, and replaced the change in REER with the deviation of REER from trend (as ideally one needs to use a measure of real exchange-rate misalignment rather than change). In all of the cases the results were largely unchanged. Detailed regression results are available from authors on request.

[Table 6](#tbl6){ref-type="table"} only reports the robustness check under the assumption of perfect foresight expectation. The estimation results for other exchange-rate expectations are available from the authors on request.

See for example [@bib25] and [@bib43].

In related work, [@bib5] regress the change of base money on the change of foreign reserves for the period of 1990:q1--2002:q4 and find that 1 unit increases in the change of foreign reserves will lead to decreases of 0.1--0.2 units in the change of base money (based on OLS and GMM). However, they also find that 1 unit increases in the change of foreign reserves has significantly increased M2 growth by 0.11 units. Using VAR analysis, [@bib19] find that sterilization intensity increased somewhat in 2003:m1--2004:m12 compared to 1998:m1--2002:m12. They also find that 1 unit increases in NFAs will lead to a decline of around 1 unit in NDAs.

[^1]: Note: (\*) Significant at more than 10 percent; (\*\*) Significant at more than 5 percent; (\*\*\*) Significant at more than 1 percent.

[^2]: Note: The format is taken from the *International Financial Statistics* (*IFS*) report.

[^3]: Note: 1. (\*) Significant at more than 10 percent; (\*\*) Significant at more than 5 percent; (\*\*\*) Significant at more than 1 percent. 2. Here Serial Correlation LM test is used to test fourth order autocorrelation, while ARCH LM test is used to test ARCH in the residuals with lags to 1.

[^4]: Note: 1. (\*) Significant at more than 10 percent; (\*\*) Significant at more than 5 percent; (\*\*\*) Significant at more than 1 percent.

[^5]: Note: 1. (\*) Significant at more than 10 percent; (\*\*) Significant at more than 5 percent; (\*\*\*) Significant at more than 1 percent.
